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Bruns Barbarians Brutally Bash Bunnies
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Referee Tom Henderson throws the flag to signify the end of the game while happy Barbarians run off the field after a hard-fought 9 1 win over the 
CHSR Bunnies of Death in Media Bowl XVI. It was a dark and foggy day time show a success.

Both teams took to the field
i

and the most commonly heard 
sound was krack, fizz as Media with renewed vigor. At this 
Bowl XVI began. We won,... point, the Bruns would like to 

the Bunnies of point out several rules violated 
by the CHSR team - at least 6 

The Bruns offense started of their players were definately 
the day off slow, as starting QB sober. A definite no-no.
Jeremy Earl threw his first pass Shortly into the half the 
straight into the hands of a Bruns got on the scoreboard 
waiting Death Bunny, the first with a very controversial 
of many such interceptions of touchback. 
the day. Despite this minor set- The stalemate continued 
back, the Bruns defense held late into the game, until Ad 
tough and denied the CHSR Manager Bill Traer leaped 
team a major score. upon a Dunphy punt in the

CHSR got on the board later end zone for a single point to 
in the half with a touchback, put the Bruns ahead, 
rendering impotent the blazing Shortly thereafter, John 
speed of Fast Ernie Dunphy as Stillwell caught a bullet-like 
he attempted to run the ball shot from QB Peter Thompson 
out of the end zone. for 7 points. With only several

That was the only score of minutes left, this put the game 
the half as neither offense out of reach for the CHSR

team.
Reserve QB Ernie Dunphy, 

show began. Everybody was whose dismal passing perfor- 
seeing the Golden Light, mance in the Media Bowl was 
which made us good-n-ready surpassed only by his even 
for the arrival of Paul Richards worse performance in the toilet 
from Antlerville. Both teams bowl, was heard to say 
would like to thank Mr. philosophically,“It’s hard to 
Richards and all the citizens of and throw ... at the same 
Antlerville for making the half time.”

iagain, 9-1 over 
Death.
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could get on track.
With that, the halftime
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Barbarians’ Stephan Comeau and Herb Barton turn rapidly after forcing Bunny QB Gary 
Laruex to throw what is obviously an interception.>i
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The Barbarians and Bunnies of Death call a truce at halftime to pose together for a group photo. CHSR held a 1-0 lead at 
the half but the Barbarians scored 9 unanswered pts. in the second to claim victory.Barbarian editor Mark Stevens
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